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Is Your Open Source
Strategy Serving Your
Corporate Strategy?
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Have you thought
beyond your IT?

More benefits to
Open Source
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Let’s look now a bit beyond these
most commonly seen benefits of
open source. For instance, an HR
benefit is that about half of the
companies participating in open
source activities (communicating
about it) find it easier to recruit
top talent. Your IT strategy has an
impact on the HR strategy of the
organization… or could it be the
other way around? Should your
corporate HR strategy have an
impact on how you conduct some
of your IT? Do you decide to invest
in open source participation in
order to make your recruitment
easier?
Another interesting aspect of

Where to begin

A great place to start to make
sure your open source strategy
serves your corporate strategy to
the fullest extent possible, is your
organization’s vision and mission
statements. Usually, these serve
to structure the overall strategy of
the organization. As an example,
one large company has in their
group vision statement the words
‘most loved, most inventive’. It
you look at them from an open
source perspective, ‘most loved’
can translate into ‘if we enable our
customers to contribute to developing the apps they really want to
have, they will totally love us’… so
it’s a hint that open sourcing some
of the customer facing apps could
be a great thing to do. And of
course, ‘most inventive’ translates
very well into fostering the kind of
innovation that happens at an

participating in open source
projects is the marketing and
communications side. If you
decide to be visible in an open
source project, by participating in
an existing project, or creating
your own, you position your
organization as a de-facto expert
in the corresponding technology
areas. When Capital One decided
to publish their DevOps monitoring platform, they immediately
became visible all over the media,
and got positioned as a key player
in that space (not counting the
sudden increase in interest for
candidates to apply for jobs there
just because it lets them work on
cool open source DevOps code).

increased rate when you share the
code with your users, customers,
partners, and even competitors,
to encourage even more innovative features to be built in (by
users who love you).
So have a look at your organization’s vision, and mission statements. Have a look at the overall
strategy definitions, not only for
IT, but for HR, communication
and positioning in the markets
you target, consider how you
might also want sustainability,
ethics, economical and societal
development built into everything
you do. And then, explore, come
discuss with your favorite open
source advisors how defining
and implementing a holistic open
source strategy can impact all of
your organization to make it vastly
more successful.
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